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INTRODUCTION

By the very nature of its subject-matter, the 
present study is both historical and literary.

Historians and political philosophers without 
number have examined The Declaration of Independence 
by Thomas Jefferson and discussed endlessly the prin
ciples which it contains. Innumerable educators and 
sociologists have concerned themselves with the ideas 
in The American Scholar by Ralph Waldo Emerson. In
deed, thinkers of every variety have Interested them
selves in these two paramount documents because their 
contents prove them to be genuine instruments of Amer
ican nationalism. In short, each of these contributions 
is a milestone in American history.

Equally striking, however, is the fact that 
both The Declaration and The Scholar are recognised 
literary masterpieces. Carl Becker claims that the 
chief reason Thomas Jefferson was chosen to draft The 
Declaration was his well known ability in wielding a
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"masterly pen." Ee was able t© fill The Declaration 
with "happy felicities ©f phrase," and make it a clear, 
brief, and yet eloquent statement of the rights of man. 
If the test of literary greatness consists in the use 
of the best means to project a significant theme, then 
certainly The Declaration mist be considered a literary 
masterpiece. The American Scholar also contains ele
ments of literary grandeur. The French critic Charles 
du Bos remarked that Emerson's prose contained "natural 
elevation, directness, and sanity." Robert C. Pollack 
of Fordham University said of Emerson:

He touched off something in the souls of men, not 
by drawing a veil ever the things they knew so 
well and loved, or by undertaking perceptual ex
perience, but rather by revealing the poignant 
beauty of the near at hand, vdiich speaks of a 
still higher beauty apprehended by only the 
inner eye of the mind.

It is this ability to make the most common things mi
raculous that Bishop Fulton J. Sheen claims is pos
sessed by only saints and the most noble of poets.

Finally, to be suggested or implied, if not to 
be shouted from the house roofs, is the phenomenon 
that both of these native productions constitute a 
needed source of national refreshment for our troubled
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times. Today the :mass manj' the status seeker, the or

ganization man, and the international robot are posed 

as practicable and desirable ideals foi our new age.

In contrast, Jefferson and Emerson still offer a strong 

case for traditional individualism, and their case de

serves urgent and close attention.

The besetting fear among thoughtful people in 

the United States at the moment is a menacing loss of 

personal independence, which we have enjoyed for gen

erations and have always taken for granted as imperish

able. All too realistically, though, there looms a 

crushing substitution of the state-formed and state- 

governed human amalgam for our traditional free citizen

ship. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to suggest 

that conscientious Americans interest themselves ser

iously in the revaluation of these profoundly American 

documents and literary masterpieces.

One such "revaluation“' is to consider how the 

authors implemented The Declaration of Independence 

and The American Scholar with the doctrine of the 

primacy of the individual as a motivating factor in

American life.



CHAPTER I

JEFFERSON AND EMERSON

Since the object of this paper is to discuss 

the views of Thomas Jefferson and Ralph Waldo Emerson 

in regard to the importance of the individual citizen, 

it would seem advisable first to trace the general in

fluences which led the two men to their respective po

sitions. For their training and education did very 

definitely influence their later thinking; and two re

sults of their more mature thought, Jefferson's Declar 

ation of Independence and Emerson's The American 

Scholar. are among the more essential documents of 

American life, for they both emphasize, onein a pract

ical vein and the other in a theoretical vein, the 

characteristically American ideal of freedom and equal 

ity for all people.

Thomas Jefferson's formal education began in 

1752 when, at the age of nine, he started to study the
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Latin language.1 At the age of fourteen Jefferson was

sent to spend two years in the Reverend Matthew Maury's

school in Hanover, Virginia, where he was thoroughly
2grounded in both Latin and Greek. This concern with 

learning the classical languages was undoubtedly urged 

by Jefferson’s father, a prosperous land owner, who had 

never received any formal classical training. The know

ledge of traditional humanism that Jefferson gained 

from his classical studies was to appear conspicuously 

in his mature writing. He attributed to the Latin and 

Greek models, "the chaste and rational style of modem

composition, instead of the inflated and vague manner
,,3of the Eastern and Northern nations.

In going to Williamsburg to continue his edu

cation, at the College of William and Mary, Jefferson 

was to come into contact with three men who would have 

a special influence on his mental growth. The first * 2

Siathan Schachner, Thomas Jefferson (New York: 
Thomas Yoseloff, 1957), p. 18.

2
Ibid.. p. 23.

3Ibid., p. 31.
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of these three men was Dr. William Small, professor 

of moral philosophy and mathematics at the college.

One might possibly attribute some of the exactness of 

Jefferson’s formally logical mind to the training he 

received from Dr. Small. At the age of nineteen, Jef

ferson decided to leave college and seek his place in 

the world. Dr. Small suggested he study law under 

George Wythe, perhaps the most brilliant lawyer in 

Williamsburg. These two men introduced Jefferson to 

the Lieutenant-Governor of Virginia, the urbane Francis 

Fauquier. By being a frequent listener to the conversa

tion of this group, Jefferson very possibly learned 

more about life and politics than he did in all of his
Acourses at the university.

It was while studying law under George Wythe 

that Jefferson first began to formulate notions about 

the nature of society which were to appear implicitly 

in The Declaration of Independence. Wythe had intro

duced Jefferson to the works of Lord Henry Home Karnes, 4

4
For a more conplete account of the relation

ship between Jefferson, Small, Wythe, and Fauquier, see 
Chapters Three and Four in Schachner's Thomas Jefferson.
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Scottish lord, jurist, and philosopher. Through Karnes 

Jefferson first became acquainted with the doctrine of 

natural rights as it was expounded in the eighteenth 

century. Nathan Schachner points out that Jefferson 

copied into his Commonplace Book the following passage 

from Karnes :

The perfection of human society consists in that 
just degree of union among individuals, which to 
each reserves freedom and independency* as far 
as is consistent with peace and order.

This doctrine, coupled with another of Karnes' theories

which Jefferson also knew —

Mutual defense against a more powerful neighbor 
being in early times the chief, or sole motive 
for joining society, individuals never thought 
of surrendering any of their natural ri$its 
which could be retained consistently with their 
great aim of mutual defense5 6

-- most likely gave Jefferson not only the natural 

rights theory of the origin of society, but also, and 

most importantly, it gave him an insight into the dis

tinction between natural primary rights and natural

5
Ibid., pp. 36-37.

6
Gilbert Chinard, Thomas Jefferson (Boston: 

Little, Brown, and Company, 1929), p. 29.
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secondary rights. These two categories, which will be 
discussed in the next chapter, enabled Jefferson to 
decide \dhat rights the individual must hold against the 
loost violent demands of society.

This concern with the rights of the individual 
in the society was a natural one for Jefferson to pos
sess. As Vernon L. Farrington points out, Jefferson 
grew up in the first west of American history. "He 
grew up with men who ruled their country well, \dto 
fought the Indians valiently. In contrast with the 
vigor of the American frontiersmen, Jefferson could 
note, or posit, the wretchedness of humanity in Europe. 
This wretchedness, he believed, dwelt in the shadow of 
and was intimately associated with the aristocratic

Qstate.
In addition to the physical reality which made 

Jefferson aware of the role of the individual within 7 8

7
Vernon L. Farrington, Main Currents in America 

Thought, It The Colonial Mind (Hew York? Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, 1927),345.

8
I b id . ,  p . 346.
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the state, he also had an intellectual curiosity in the 

subject. Schachner points out that Jefferson did his

torical research on the topic of the power of the 

people to depose a king.® Certainly one of the most 

notable examples of the early fruition of his thought 

on the rights of the individual and the role of society 

was a statement 'which he made while arguing a case in 

Virginia in 1770.

Under the law of nature, all men are born free. 
Everyone comes into the world with a right to 
his own person, which includes the liberty of 
moving it, and adjusting it at his own will.*®

This remark bears the seed of much of the doctrine that

Jefferson will later incorporate into The Declaration

of Independence.

All the while that Jefferson was concerned with 

the problem of individual rights, he was also learning 

how most effectively to propagate his views. He was 

not hy any means a stirring orator of the type of Pat

rick Henry. But it should be pointed out that he did 9 *

9
Schachner, p . 75.

10
Ibid., p. 62.
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learn from Henry the value of those emotional formulae 

which remain in the mind of man, and which become the 

battle cries of the revolutionary movements.11 Al

though Jefferson could not employ such means in ora

tory, for he was not by nature an orator, he was never

theless able to employ these and similar devices in 

his written works.

The occasionally flowing rhetoric of Jefferson, 

rhetoric like the concluding sentence of The Declara

tion of Independence.

And for the support of this declaration, with a 
firm reliance on the protection of divine provi
dence, we mutually pledge to each other ou^ 
lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor,

combined with a cool and precise logic that exists in

virtually all the writings of Jefferson, provides

strong appeals to both the emotional and the analytical

sides of man. It should not be thought, however, that

Jefferson used rhetoric simply for its own sake. He 11 12

11
Chinard, p. 27.

12
Thomas Jefferson, "The Declaration of Inde

pendence," The Life and Selected Writings of Thomas 
Jefferson, ed. Adrienne Koch, and William Peden (New 
York: The Modern Library, 1944), p . 28.
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used it chiefly for the production of an effect he 

wished to achieve. Art for art's sake, aestheticism 

in any form, had no place in Jefferson's w o r l d . H e  

was happiest in the calm appraisal of the logical 

points of an argument.^ But, as has been pointed out, 

he could and he did use flowing rhetoric if the oc

casion demanded.

In addition to the convincing prose of Jeffer

son, or perhaps it might be better to say, as an inte

gral feature of his prose, there was the vast knowledge 

he had of historical precedents concerning the relation

ship of man to society. It should be kept clearly in 

mind that Jeffers cm was a lawyer, and as such he was 

not greatly interested in abstract reasoning. Rather, 

he would invariably reach his conclusions through a 

study of the historical and judicial aspects of a move

ment. One might point out, for instance, that Jef- 13 14 15

13
Schachner, p. 92.

14
Ibid.. pp. 62-63.

15
Chinard, p . 47.
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ferson found a precedent for natural law in the actions 

of the Anglo-Saxons who had once lived under unwritten 

laws based on the natural rights of man, which per

mitted the individual to develop freely, fully and 

happily.*^

All of the aforementioned influences had a role 

in the shaping of the thought of Jefferson. They came 

to the fore in 1774 when Jefferson wrote a Summary View 

of the Rights of British America. This work strongly 

proclaimed the doctrine of expatriation, which was one 

of the prime philosophic assumptions behind the Declar

ation of Independence. ''With his Summary View Jeffer

son moved to the forefront of the great pamphleteers of
17the Revolution.H The Work made Jefferson one of the 

most logical choices for the authorship of The Declar

ation of Independence.

The political upheaval which was signified by 

The Declaration of Independence brought great changes 16

16
Ibid., p. 31.

17
Schachner, p. 99.
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to America. It made America a free nation, not only 

in practice but also in theory. It was the final, cul

minating push behind the initial movement of America to 

go constantly forward, always seeking to explore new 

frontiers.

This constant forward movement of America, this 

constant search for new frontiers would not continue, 

however, unless the country continued to produce men 

capable of filling the role once held by Jefferson.

Ralph Waldo Emerson would, like other American pioneers, 

seek after new frontiers; but his frontiers would not 

be the physical frontiers of industrial development.

Nor would they be the geographical frontiers of the 

always expanding West. They would rather be the fron

tiers of the spirit, the frontiers of the mind. Just 

as Jefferson had proclaimed the political strength of 

America, so also would Emerson proclaim the intellect

ual strength of America.

One of the trademarks of intellectual strength 

that Emerson heralded was the rejection of the past as 

a complete guide to present-day life. Emerson believed 

that the past could aid man, but that each age was to
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learn its own lessons, and to write its own books. Per* 
haps the reason for his rejecting the authority of the 
past was, as Frederick Ives Carpenter suggested, that 
"throughout his life parental authority**the psycholog* 
leal basis for all authority— remained surrogate," Be 
that as it may, Carpenter further points out that Emer
son grew up not under the supervision of his parents, 
but rather under the supervision of the community as a
whole, and that the Boston community of his time was

18progressive and not conservative.
But the rejection of the past was only the

first step in Emerson's Intellectual development. As
will be noted repeatedly in this paper, Emerson's
philosophy was one of affirmation, not negation. He
wanted to build, not destroy. In the building of his
intellect, Emerson, as Jefferson had done before him,
kept a diary of all those readings which he considered 

19important. But unlike Jefferson he was not to use 18 19

18
Frederick Ives Carpenter, Emerson Handbook 

(New York: Hendricks House, Inc., 1953), p. 5.
19
Vernon L. Parrington, Main Currents in Amer

ican Thought. 11: The Romantic Revolution (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, and Company, 1927), 380.
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these thoughts for factual information. He used his 

diary to provide inspiration and guidance when he felt 

the need of either in his writing.

The main reason why Emerson did not utilize ex

tensively his reading experience for factual evidence 

was that he believed in Transcendentalism, ’’the belief 

that the nature of reality must be discovered by the 

individual through introspection and intuition.1 ‘ Or 

as Emerson himself was to say of Transcendentalism,

What is popularly called Transcendentalism among 
us, is Idealism . . . The idealist (insists) on 
the power of thought and of will, on inspiration, 
on miracle, on individual culture.20 21

The Transcendentslist adopts the whole connection 
of spiritual doctrine. He believes in miracle, 
in the perpetual openness of the human mind to 
new influx of light and power; he believes in

20
Robert N. Linscott (ed.), Hie Journals of 

Ralph Waldo Emerson (New York: The Modem Library, 
1960), p. vii.

21
Ralph Waldo Emerson, "The Transcendentalist 

The Complete Essays and Other Writings of Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, ed. Brooks Atkinson (New York: The Modern Li
brary, 1950), p. 87. All of the references made to 
Emerson's essays throughout the course of this paper 
will be taken from this edition.
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inspiration, and in ecstasy.

Now if a thinker truly believes in the power of intu

ition, it seems only logical that he will be concerned 

with inspiration, rather than with cold, hard, formal 

facts. One might possibly term the scientific use of 

facts as logic. It is interesting to note that Emer

son was almost a total failure in the academic subject 

of mathematics, which is, of course, a subject con

cerned with the logical interplay of numbers. Not only 

was Emerson unwilling to undergo a scientific training 

in the study of numbers, but he also preferred while 

in college to read haphazardly, concentrating on those 

books which seemed to him to be of the greatest per

sonal interest. This type of reading naturally pre

vented him from becoming a very successful student, as 

were his two brothers; but it did aid in allowing his

mind to develop fully, so that he would eventually be
23able to compose The American Scholar. 22 23

22
Ibid., p. 90.

23
Ralph L. Rusk, The Life of Ralph Waldo Emer

son (New York: Charles Scribner * s Sons, 1949), p . 68.

22
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In addition to his rejection of the past as a 

guide to life and his belief in transcendentalism, the 

belief in intuitive thought, Emerson also had another 

important theory which guided many of his writings.

This theory concerned itself with the relationship of 

man to society. Although this problem will be dis

cussed at length in Chapter Three, it might be well 

here to point out that Emerson attributed much of the 

evil of the world to institutions. He believed that a 

true critic, a true man would liberate the world from 

institutions.^ Every true man, he believed, would help 

topple those barren and slothful gods which were set

up by the institutions as standards for individuals
25within the institution. The only true principle on 

which an institution could be established, and it 

should be understood that by an institution Emerson 

also meant a society, would be the principle of good 

will; and this good will would emanate from "the re

cognition of a common human nature, with common 24 25

24
Parrington, The Romantic Revolution, p. 383.

25
Ibid.. p. 379.
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interests," which would "induce rational men to enter 

a common political brotherhood."^

If a state did not recognize the common human

nature, which common nature tended to produce equal- 
27ity, then the state would be liable to injure the 

basic rights of the individual. Hie state would assume 

upon itself powers idiich in all reality it did not pos

sess. One such example, Emerson believed, of the state 

moving into the realm of the rights of the private in

dividual was the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law.

This law sought to compel all citizens to return run

away slaves to their rightful owners. Emerson believed 

that this law was thus infringing on the sacred right 

of the individual, for if an individual did not believe 

in the justice of slavery, and he nevertheless helped 

in returning a slave to his owner, the individual would 

be acting against his own conscience. It was the 26 27

26
Ibid.. p. 385.

27
Emerson's ultimate reason for believing that 

all men were equal rested on his theory of the oneness 
of man. This doctrine will be fully explained in 
Chapter Three.
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passage of the Fugitive Slave Law which finally made

Emerson decide to enter into active participation in
23the abolition movement.

Although the Fugitive Slave Law was passed 

thirteen years after Emerson had delivered The American 

Scholar address, it does serve to indicate what was his 

lifelong typical reaction to any state or man *dio would 

try to impose laws upon the mind of man. Just as Em

erson would want his scholar to break the bonds that 

chained him to the thoughts of the past, so also would 

he, but in a much stronger manner, want man to break 

the bonds that tied him to the unjust laws of the 

present. Man must live in the present, but it must be 

a just and honest present. Just as Jefferson had done 

years before, when he revolted against the imposition 

of laws by England upon the American Colonies, Emerson 

also revolted against the inposition of an unjust law, 

even though that law were set down by a normally just 

government.

This tendency of revolting against unjust laws

28
Carpenter, p . 39
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and against the tradition of the past has always been 

a typically American dream. Perhaps it is the fact 

that both Jefferson and Emerson were constantly able 

to capture the ideals of early America in their writ

ings which endowed their works, particularly The De

claration of Independence and The American Scholar, 

with the lasting and firm hold on the public imagina

tion that they still possess. For it is by appealing 

to the common goals, to the common ideals— ideals which 

pose a great challenge and which can only be overcome 

by strength and fortitude— that the writers of demo

cracy must effectively capture the nation. It was by 

uniting their work with the spirit of the emergent 

United States that Jefferson and Emerson were able so 

brilliantly to expound their ideas.

It has been said, for instance, that no better 

record of the social principles which are the heart of

the democratic experintent" exists than the letters
29and documents of Jefferson. In his most famous 29

29
Adrienne Koch, and William Peden (eds.),

p. xv.
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document, The Declaration of Independence. Jefferson

was able to bring to a culmination the goals set forth

in the great American works of the past. The long line

of covenants drawn up by the earliest Americans to meet

the problems of their day, covenants like the Mayflower

Compact and the Fundamental Orders of Connecticut, had

ended in the preamble of The Declaration: All men are

created equal; all men have the same political ri$its;

a government derives its power solely from the consent
30of the governed. Furthermore, in addition to uniting 

the basically American thoughts of the past, The De

claration was also very definitely an expression of the 

current American mind. It gained a large portion of

its success from the fact that the thoughts expressed
31in it were popular concepts of the day.

But although Jefferson would pay heed to the 

past, he would break with it when it no longer had a 

useful purpose to serve. Vernon L. Parrington points 30 31

30
James Truslow Adams, The Epic of America 

(Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1931), p. 100.

31
Chinard, p . 72.
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out that he was the first great American leader to 
sever consciously from the past and construct a polit
ical philosophy native t® the politics and experience

32of the current America. One of the most character
istically American aspects of his break with the past 
was his idea that the people of a nation could actually 
contrive a constitution and create the organs of
government. This was a concept that had never been

33clearly imagined by the thinkers of Europe. But
Jefferson believed that Americans would be able to

34create and carry on their own government,

Jefferson also helped formulate another theory 
in regard to the function of government which is a dis
tinctly American thought. Neither Locke nor any other 
political thinker of the old world had that respect for 32 33 34

32
Barrington, The Colonial Mind, p. 355.

33
Robert Rosewell Palmer, The Age of the Demo

cratic Revolution (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 1959), p. 215.

34
Jefferson's belief that America should be 

governed by the people of the country prompted him to 
fight so strongly for better laws on education.
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the individual which is so characteristic of American 
35philosophy. It was this respect for the individual

which led Jefferson to believe that the government

should be concerned with more than maintaining virtue

and promoting justice. It should also have the further

and more positive task of actually helping to make its
36citizens happy and content. It should make certain 

that all its citizens had the right to pursue happiness 

as they pleased.

Another, and perhaps the most important, aspect 

of the American philosophy which Jefferson helped to 

formulate was the doctrine of conquest. Jefferson held 

that the Colonists derived their property rights not 

from the king or the government, but from the fact that 

they had come as individuals to a new and rugged coun

try, and had conquered it for themselves. The Colon

ists, Jefferson maintained, really owed nothing to 

Europe. Nor did the Colonists have any obligation to 

obey the dictates of Europe. America was a self-made 35 36

35
Chinard, p. 30.

36
Ibid., p. 75.



and self-governing country. Jefferson wrote in his 
Commonplace Book:

24

It is time for us to lay the matter before his 
Majesty, and to declare that he has no rights 
to grant lands of himself. From the nature and 
purpose of civil institutions, all the lands 
within the limits, idiich any particular party 
has circumscribed around itself, are assumed by 
that society, and subject to their allotment; 
this may be done by themselves collectively, or 
by their legislature, to idiom they may have 
delegated sovereign authority; and if they are 
alloted in any of these ways, each individual 
of the society may appropriate to himself such 
lands as he_finds vacant, and occupancy gives 
him title.

The foregoing passage has been called by Gilbert Chinard 
the first enunciation of one of the cardinal principles 
of the doctrine of Americanism,88 the doctrine of the 
rights of conquest.

Those who had come and conquered the new land 
were largely common people. And this fact also blends 
in with Jefferson's development of the doctrine of 
Americanism. For he believed that here in America 
"through the instrumentality of political democracy, 37 38

37
Ibid., p. 50.

38
Ibid., p. 52.
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the lot of the common man should somehow be made
39better*'1 Jefferson's faith in human nature, a faith 

which expressed itself in the thought that the people 

of a country should be allowed to rule themselves, em

braced the fact that America was founded and settled by 

pioneers of both the physical and spiritual world.

These pioneers had gathered to establish a unique 

nation which would serve as an example for the rest of 

mankind. By emphasizing the uniqueness of America and 

her political superiority, Jefferson did more than any 

other man of his generation to formulate the creed of 

Americanism.

The American creed, which had been so ably set 

forth in the documents of Thomas Jefferson, found 

another worthy exponent in the mind of Ralph Waldo 

Emerson. Emerson believed the new world of America to 

be more than just a physical land. For him it was the 

symbol of those things which were supreme in human life. 

America symbolized the ideas of liberty, democracy, and

39
Farrington, The Colonial Hind, p. 343.

133011
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equality, ideas to which it was completely dedicated/40 

It was, Emerson felt, the realization of such ideals 

which would eventually bring about the betterment of 

man. Emerson was to aid in the development of these 

ideas. For just as America was constantly moving for

ward in the physical realm, Emerson was to make certain 

that it also developed in the spiritual realm. For ex

ample, one of the most important spiritual truths that

Emerson was to speak of concerned the doctrine of in-
41tellectual individualism. It was his most strongly 

developed belief that the individual was naturally su

preme. This emphasis on the importance of the individ

ual appealed strongly to Americans, for America, as 

seen by Jefferson, is a nation of individuals, bound 

together by the necessity of mutual protection, but who 

nevertheless retain certain rights which they hold 

against all claims of the state. Emerson fully be

lieved in this theory, and he spent much of his life

^Carpenter, p. 153.

Lerner, Ideas Are Weapons (New York: 
Viking Press, 1939), p. 43.
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in propagating it.
The individualism that Emerson proposed for all 

men necessarily demanded a strong self-reliance in man. 
This doctrine of self-reliance mas perfectly adapted to 
the expanding frontier climate of Emerson's day. Fron
tier life necessitated reliance upon one's self, as al
so it demanded a certain optimism in the future, and a 
democratic society in which all men mere viewed as 
equals. All of these aspects of frontier life were 
definite trademarks of the teaching of Emerson. He
constantly reaffirmed the doctrines of individualism,

42self-reliance, optimism, and democracy.

The reason why Emerson affirmed the doctrines
noted in the above paragraph was simply that he firmly
and completely believed in the presence of divine 

43reason in man. He felt that this existence in man 
of divinity, this union of man with the powers of the 
universe, was the real basis of democracy, 42 43

42
Ernest Marchand, "Emerson and the Frontier," 

American Literature. Ill (Hay, *31), 157,
43
Emerson's doctrine that man had divine reason 

in him will be explained at greater length in Chapter 
Three.
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Democracy, Freedom, has its roots in the sacred 
truth that every man hath in him the divine 
Reason, or that, though few men since the 
creation of the world live according to the dic
tates of Reason, yet all men are capable of so 
doing. To this truth we look when we say, Rev
erence thyself; Be true to thyself.^

It is this idealistic conception of man as a supreme

being that most fully links Emerson with ' The American

Dream.”

The American dream--the belief in the value of 
the common man, and the hope of opening every 
avenue of opportunity to him--was not a logical 
conception of thought. Like every great thought 
that has stirred and advanced humanity, it was a 
religious emotion, a great act of faith, a 
courageous leap into the dark unknown. As long 
as that dream persists to strengthen the heart 
of man, Emerson will remain one of its prophets. 44 45

44
Carpenter, p. 153.

45
Adams, p . 198.



CHAPTER II

THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

Before examining The Declaration of Independence 

in regard to its implied view of human equality and in

dividual rights, it might be well briefly to trace 

earlier American views on the subject of equality, and 

then to determine what was the temper of the time of 

Jefferson, that is, what was the prevailing attitude of 

the American Colonists in regard to independence. For 

Jefferson himself felt that his basic purpose in Congress 

and in governmental affairs was to voice the sentiments 

of the people.1 In regard to early American opinions on 

the subject of human equality, it can be stated that the 

political ideas expressed by Jefferson were in complete 

accord with the first colonial charters. The Mayflower 

Compact, the Fundamental Orders of Connecticut, and *

Thomas Jefferson, 'Letter to Thomas Nelson, 
May 11, 1776," The Paners of Thomas Jefferson, ed. 
Julian Boyd (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1950), I, 292.
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other such early charters all emphasized that men were 

equal, that men had the same political rights. They 

also emphasized the fact that the government derives 

its power solely from the consent of the governed.^ 

Since the idea of human equality had existed in America 

for many years, it might be a reasonable question to 

ask just what were the events which brought about the 

American Revolution. Perhaps one of the most basic 

answers to this question is the simple fact that the 

Colonists wished to wrest power from the British Par

liament. The American Revolution was one in which 

practical matters played an important part.

The problem of taxation, for instance, played 

an increasing part in arousing the anger of the Amer

ican Colonists. The Seven Years War (1756-63) forced 

the English Government to increase the tax load on her 

American colonies so as to lessen the burden of the 2 3

2
James Truslow Adams, The Epic of America 

(Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1931), p. 100.

3
Carl Becker, The Declaration of Independence 

(New York: Peter Smith, 1940), pp. 128-29.
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government’s increased expenses.̂  At first the Colon

ists were relatively willing to pay certain taxes, but, 

as the taxes increased, the resentment of the Colonists 

began to mount. The Townsend Acts (1767) proved to be 

the testing ground for the Colonists' beliefs.4 5 6 The 

Colonists reasoned that England had no right to tax 

them unless the Colonies were represented in the English 

Parliament. The natural resentment of a growing and 

powerful country thus came into play. Americans were 

not merely concerned about taxes; they were also con

cerned about being told how to conduct their internal 

affairs by the British Parliament, a parliament which 

Jefferson believed had no real power over the American 

Colonies. The question thus grew to be that of why the 

Colonies should be ordered about by a body of men who

4
Charles Worthen Spencer, "Revolution, America," 

Encyclopedia Americana. 23 (1955), 449-49d.

^Becker, pp. 91-95.

6Thomas Jefferson, "A Summary View of the Right 
of British America, 1774," The Life and Selected Writ
ings of Thomas Jefferson, ed. Adrienne Koch, and 
William Peden (New York: The Modern Library, 1944), 
p. 298.
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had in most cases never even seen America.
The King's abolishing of the American legis

latures also helped arouse antagonism toward Great 
Britain. Mo laws could be enacted, no processes of 
normal government could go on because of a «him of the 
King. Jefferson was led to declare, in 1775: He 
[King George 111] is the bitterest enemy we have."7

It can thus be seen that it was really the at
tempt of England to confine the activities of the colo
nies which led to the American Revolution. The doctrine 
of liberty and freedom had existed for many years. It 
took the dominating tactics of the British Government 
finally to force the American Colonists to take action. 
As Thomas Jefferson stated it,

Our minds were circumscribed within narrow limits 
by an habitual belief that it was our duty to sub
ordinate to the mother country in all matters of 
government, to direct all our labors in subserv
ience to her interests, and even to observe a 
bigoted Intolerance for all religions but hers.8

A country as young and invigorating as America could not

7
Jefferson, "Letter to John Randolph, November 

29, 1775," ibid.. p. 360.
8Jefferson, "Autobiography," ibid.. p* 5.
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be expected continually to endure British attempts to 

dominate over her.

Of course, it should not be supposed that all 

the American Colonists were in favor of independence. 

Actually, even during the first months of the war, many 

Americans did not foresee secession from the empire.® 

Many still believed that America had friends in England 

worth keeping. It was for this reason that no passages 

which censured the people of England were included in 

The Declaration of Independence. Jefferson had included 

some such passages, but they were struck out, lest they 

should offend the English.'*'®

But gradually the military activities of the 

English Government, combined with a growing acceptance 

of the doctrines set forth in The Declaration of Inde

pendence . created a substantial degree of unity in the 

country. Jefferson declared,

We had been bound to the king by allegiance, 
but this bond was dissolved by his assent to the 
last act of parliament, by which he declared us 9 10

9
Spencer, p. 449.

10
Jefferson, "Autobiography," Hie Life and 

Selected Writings of Thomas Jefferson, p. 21.
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out of his protection, and by his levying war on 
us, a fact which had long ago proved us out of his 
protection; it being a certain position in law 
that allegiance and protection are reciprocal, the 
one ceasing when the other is withdrawn.H

The Declaration also served to unify the country. In

any revolution or movement forward, there must be an

ideal, a goal which will encompass the various elements

within the revolution. The natural rights theory of

The Declaration and all of the subsequent conclusions

which flowed from this theory served the purpose of a

unifying element in America during the Revolutionary War.

But The Declaration of Independence was more 

than just a practical political weapon. Propaganda does 

not succeed unless it has some basis in truth, and The 

Declaration very definitely was founded in a popular and 

widely held truth. That truth was, simply, that all men 

have certain inalienable rights which cannot be taken 

away from them by the government. The philosophic as

sumptions of The Declaration all emphasized the primacy 

of the individual citizen. It was because of this em

phasis that the work was to succeed and to last as long 

as it has lasted.

11
Jefferson, ibid., p. 17.
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Perhaps the chief philosophic argument for the 

primacy of the individual was found by Jefferson in an 

analysis of nature. Ever since Newton had solved the 

problem of gravity, men of the enlightenment had looked 

more and more to nature for guidance. All things in 

nature were considered to have a certain order, a cer

tain cause-to-effeet relationship. If a man were in

telligent enough, he could, by the use of his unaided 

reason, examine the order of an object and thus arrive 

at some knowledge of its very essence. It was by the 

use of such a method that Jefferson was to arrive at a 

knowledge of the nature of man.

In examining the nature of man, Jefferson con-
12eluded that man had some very definite natural rights, 

rights which could not be taken from him by any govern

ment. Jefferson declared,

That all men are created equal; that they are en
dowed by their Creator with certain inalienable 
rights; that among these are life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these 
rights, governments are instituted among men, 
deriving their just powers from the consent of

For a complete analysis of the doctrine of 
'’natural rights," see Carl Becker’s Declaration of 
Independence, pp . 2.

12
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the governed.

It might be well to point out that Jefferson was cer

tainly not the first man to examine nature and reason 

to the rights of roan. The doctrine of 'natural rights 

was a commonly held theory of the day. The Declaration 

of Independence, in its application of this doctrine, 

was simply in tune with the times. In regard to the 

relationship of the American Revolution to The Declara

tion, Herbert Schneider has said, Never in American 

history was philosophical thinking and social action so 

closely allied."^ One should not assume, however, that 

Jefferson passively accepted the conclusions of the 

natural law doctrine. He had carefully worked out these 

conclusions for himself before including them in The 

Declaration. ^  He wished to prove rationally the 13 * *

13Taken from the text of The Declaration of In
dependence , as reprinted in The Life and Letters of 
Thomas Jefferson, p. 22, edited by Adrienne Koch and 
William Peden.

■^Herbert Schneider, A History of American Phil
osophy (New York: Columbia University Press, 1946), p. 35.

■^Gilbert Chinard, Thomas Jefferson (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 1931), pp. 80-82 contain 
Jefferson’s distinction between natural primary rights 
and natural secondary rights.

13
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validity of intrinsic law before setting that law up as 
one for others to follow.

One of the natural rights of the individual is 
the right to be happy, for the law of nature is con
cerned with the preservation and happiness of the indi
vidual, It thus followed for Jefferson that one of the
most essential functions of government was to secure

16liberty and happiness for the individual. But Jeffer
son did not think that the English Government was con
cerned with the security of the individual in a way 
which would help him gain happiness. He notes that par
liament had in frequent cases invaded the natural rights 
of the colonies.5*7 In speaking of the King, he states, 
as has been noted before, "We are told and everything 
proves it true, that he is the bitterest enemy we 
have."* 17 18 The fact that the English Government was

Jefferson, "The Declaration of Independence," 
The Life and Selected Writings,of Thomas Jefferson,
p. 22.

17
Jefferson, "Draft of a Declaration of Rights," 

The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, 1, 119.
18
Jefferson, "Letter to John Randolph, November 

29, 1775," The Life and Selected Writingsof Thomas 
Jefferson, p. 360.
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attempting to take away America's freedom was regarded 

by Jefferson as a very justifiable reason for separat

ing from England. Jefferson believed that the God who

had given man life, also gave him liberty, and that no
19power on earth could disjoin the two. Any attempt 

to do so would be a blow at the natural rights that all 

men possess.

It might be argued that the twofold fact of Jef

ferson's owning slaves and his coming from a slave state 

could be taken to mean that he felt only white men were 

naturally created free, and that only *hite men had in

herent natural rights. A look at the situation, however, 

will refute this notion. In 1769, for example, while a 

member of the Virginia Legislature, Jefferson made a 

motion for the emancipation of s l a v e s . E i g h t  years 

later Jefferson wrote in The Declaration against the 

King's enslaving the inhabitants of Africa.

He (the King] has waged cruel war against human 
nature itself, violating its most sacred rights 
of life and liberty in the persons of a distant 19 20

19Jefferson, A Summary View of the Rights of 
British America," ibid.. p. 311,

20Jefferson, "Autobiography," ibid.. p. 5.
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people who never offended him, captivating them 
and carrying them into slavery in another hemi
sphere . *1

Jefferson believed that the King was committing crimes 

against the liberty of these people, against their 

natural rights. This clause of The Declaration was 

struck out by Congress in deference to North Carolina 

and Georgia, who had never attempted to restrain the 

importation of slaves. But nevertheless the fact 

that Jefferson would write such a passage as the one 

quoted above indicates his attitude toward slavery. He 

truly believed that ’’the rights of human nature are
23deeply wounded by the infamous practice of slavery.”

In regard to Jefferson's own holding of slaves, it 

might be pointed out that when he died he had on his 

plantation 143 slaves, more than 50 of whom were over 

90 years old. There were only 15 of the slaves who 

were under the age of 45. Joseph Shannon believes that 21 22 23

21
Jefferson, ibid., p. 25.

22
Jefferson, ibid., p, 21.

23
Jefferson, ”A Summary View of The Rights of 

British America, 1774,” ibid., p. 304.
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Jefferson's home had become virtually a refuge for aged 
24Negroes.

In analyzing the nature of a society, Jefferson

concluded that man was naturally destined for life in

a society, that his conscience and morality are natur-
25ally intertwined and related to society. But this 

fact did not mean that man gave up his natural rights to 

the society. Rather, the society was formed to protect 

the natural, intrinsic rights of man. Jefferson 

reasoned that an individual had two types of natural 

rights. The first type was the natural primary right of 

the individual, that is, any right which the individual 

could perform by himself. An example of this type of 

right would be the power to think, form, or speak an 

opinion. The second type of natural right would be the 

secondary natural right. This would be any type of 

right which the Individual would not always be able to 

perform by himself, such as acquiring or possessing 

property. It was for the protection of these secondary 24 25

24
Joseph B. Shannon, Thomas Jefferson (Kansas 

City: C. S. Bemaree, 1934), p. 6.

25
Chinard, p . 24.
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natural rights that society was formed,^0 Man would, at 

times, relinquish some of these secondary natural rights 

for the good of the whole society. But the society had 

no claim whatsoever over the primary natural rights. It 

can thus be seen that the social contract which was 

formed to protect the secondary natural rights of the 

individual is another example of the primacy and import

ance of tiie individual.

Now if a society is formed to protect the natural 

rights of those within the society, then assuredly the 

society must have certain powers. It cannot exercise its 

responsibilities unless it has the authority to act in 

certain ways and to be free in its actions. Hie English 

Parliament, of course, was attempting to restrict and 

hamper the actions of the governments of theAmerican 

Colonies. Jefferson no doubt believed, as did Patrick 

Henry, Samuel and John Adams, that it was foolish for 

America to be governed in its every action by a body of 

men from across the sea who had never seen the country.

If a government is to serve the people, then certainly 26

26For the entire theory of Jefferson's dis
tinction between the two types of natural rights, I am 
indebted to Gilbert Chinard, Thomas Jefferson, pp. 80-82.
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that government which is closest to the people is best 

able to serve it, for that government best knows the 

needs of the people. The British Parliament could hard

ly be considered to be close to the American people.

It was assumed by Jefferson that the connection 

between the Colonies and England had never been an in- 

trinsically essential connection. It was only a con

nection voluntarily entered into by a free people. John 

Adams and George Whyte, delegates to Congress from Mas

sachusetts and Virginia respectively, while jointly 

arguing against opponents of independence, declared that 

Americans had always been independent of the English 

Parliament. Any power the Parliament had over America

came from America's willingness to give that power to
23England, and from no other source. The common rights 

of mankind hold that the people of a community are sub

ject to those laws which they themselves adopt and which 

are approved by their duly appointed legislatures. 27 28

27
Becker, p. 22.

28
Jefferson, "Autobiography," The Life and 

Selected Writings of Thomas Jefferson, p. 17.
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Since Jefferson believed that society was a 

social contract which was formed for the securement of 

the natural rights of man, he concluded that a man could 

decide for himself the form of government under which he 

was to live. He believed in the doctrine of expatria

tion, which simply means that nature has given man the 

right to depart from that country in which chance, not 

choice, has placed him, and to go in search of such laws

and regulations as seem most likely to him to promote
29general welfare. Expatriation was a natural right, 

Jefferson concluded, and was acted upon as such for all 

time.

It naturally follows that when the first English 

Colonists left their native homes for America, they were 

forever severing their ties with the mother country.

They were going to a new land, and would become part of 

that new land. "Jefferson asserted the doctrine of ex

patriation as the fundamental principle on which rested
30all the claims of the American Colonies." 29 30

29
Jefferson, A Summary View of The Rights of 

British America, 1774," ibid., p. 294.

30
Chinard, p . 47.
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The basic strength of the doctrine of expatri

ation lay, for Jefferson, in the fact of a people not 

only coining to, but conquering a new land. In Anglo- 

Saxon days, for instance, the victorious army would come 

to, conquer, and divide a new land. A soldier would 

take a portion of the land as a recompense due to his 

valor. The land belonged to the men of the army because 

it was they, and they alone, who had conquered the
i  j  3 1land.

The army which had come to and conquered America 

was the army of the Colonists, those free inhabitants of 

the British dominion in Europe who had decided to seek 

their fortunes elsewhere. By the act of expatriating 

themselves from the mother country, they had severed 

all connections with England. They had come to America 

and conquered it, and the land was theirs by right of 

conquest.^ 31 32

31
Jefferson, "A Summary View of The Rights of 

British America, 1774," The Life and Selected Writings 
of Thomas Jefferson, p. 294.

32
Chinard, p. 50.
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America was conquered, and her settlements made 
and firmly established, at the expense of indi
viduals, and not of the British public. Their 
[the Colonists] own blood was spilt in acquiring 
lands for their settlement, their own fortunes 
expended in making that settlement effectual.
For themselves they fought, for themselves they 
conquered, and for themselves they have a right 
to hold.35

Jefferson wrote the above words in 1774. It can be 

little doubted that the same thought expressed in this 

passage played an important role in the framing of The 

Declaration of Independence two years later.

The fact that the American Colonists had gone 

to, and conquered, a new and wild land aided greatly in 

the development of equality in America. As T. V. Smith 

phrases it,

When the inhabitants are few and their common al
ternative is to win a living or perish, coopera
tion is a necessity; cooperation implies a working 
equality; and practice tends to produce a theory 
compatible to it.3**

The American Colonists had been forced to cooperate with 

one another because of the demands of the new land. 33 34

33
Jefferson, HA Summary View of The Rights of 

British America, 1774,” The Life and Selected Writings 
of Thomas Jefferson, p. 294.

34
T. V. Smith, The American Philosophy of Equality 

(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1927), p. 5.
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They had come to America seeking equality, and they 

found that the nature of the land virtually demanded 

that they treat one another as equals in order to sur

vive.

Jefferson aimed to maintain such equality within 

the state. He believed that the most obvious oppressions 

for the majority of men lay in the arbitrary regulations 

of a government upon the activities of men. ̂  One ef

fective way to hinder the attempt of government officials 

to become tyrants would be to educate the citizenry, not 

just part of the citizenry, the wealthy part, but all of 

the members of the state. Thus, in 1778 Jefferson wrote 

a bill for the general diffusion of knowledge, for he 

believed that society could not survive if the minds of 

men were intellectually stifled.

It was the educated individual within a just and 

legitimately organized state who would be able to insure 

the continued justness of the state. The duty of the 

individual citizen lay much farther than the mere 

election of representatives to carry on the government. 35

35
Carl Becker, What Is Still Living in the 

Philosophy of Thomas Jefferson?” American Historical 
Review 48 (July, 1943), 704.
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The individual must also keep himself informed of the
activities of the government. Jefferson once wrote,

Among the rights of which men cannot deprive, or 
divest their posterity, the most important is 
that of approving, or disproving their own laws, 
which power ought to remain forever in the hands 
of the people.36 37

In order to keep this right in the hands of the people, 
the populace must take a hand in the interests of 
government. It must call to account lawmakers who 
would become tyrants. The populace must make certain 
that it is the majority which rules. A concern for the 
good of the majority must constantly be kept in mind by 
the law makers.

The doctrine of majority rule that Jefferson 
held brings up an interesting problem. This problem is 
that of reconciling the majority rules doctrine with 
Jefferson's belief in the certain, inalienable rights 
of the Individual citizen. What happens if the indi
vidual's primary natural rights conflict with the good

36
Jefferson, "Albermarle County Instructions 

Concerning the Virginia Constitution," The Public 
Papers of Thomas Jefferson. VI, 287.

37
Becker, "What Is Still Living in the 

Philosophy of Thomas Jefferson?," 697.
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of the majority? Bernard Wishy, in commenting on this 

problem, brings to light the fact that John Locke, whose 

Treatise on Civil Government had very definitely influ

enced Jefferson, denied the right of the individual to 

rebel against the majority. Locke merely established 

the right of the people as a whole to rebel against un

just rulers. Wishy goes on to state his belief that in 

The Declaration Jefferson asserted a doctrine of popular, 

not individual, sovereignity.

The Declaration of Independence implies the secur
ing of rights and their enforcement rests in the 
people. Aside from one mention to the rights of 
men (in the 2nd. paragraph) all the references to 
the colonists are with collective nouns or pronouns. 
The evidence of the text establishes only the 
people as the source of political power and political 
change.

Jefferson believed that the majority should respect the 

rights of the individual, but in all cases the majority 

is to prevail.

Now it must be admitted that Jefferson did 
really believe that the will of the majority was to -

For the material in this paragraph, I am in
debted to Bernard Wishy, "John Locke and the Spirit of 
'76," Political Science Quarterly 73 (S '58), 413-425.

38



prevail. But it should be pointed out that the will of 
the majority could not always demand respect from the 
individual. The fact that Jefferson made a definite 
distinction between natural primary rights and natural 
secondary rights must be kept in mind. Jefferson did 
not believe that the individual citizen should be al
lowed to live in an anarchy-like state» but he did hold
that the individual should have a clear conception of 

39his rights. Minorities should be protected. The pur
pose of government» according to Jefferson» was to pro
tect the natural rights of the individual» not to hinder 
thes».^ The true republic would be that which exercised 
its freedom by asserting» respecting» and enforcing the 
rights of the people within the republic.^1

By going back to Jefferson's distinction between 
the different types of natural rights» one should be

39
Jefferson» "Albermarle County Instructions 

Concerning The Virginia Constitution," The Public 
gapers, of Thomas Jefferson. VI, 286.

40
Jefferson, "Declaration of Independence,"

The Life and Selected Writings of Thomas Jefferson, p. 22.
41

Schneider, p. 47
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able to solve the problem more concretely. In his dis

tinction Jefferson declared that there were some natural 

rights which the citizen could exercise by himself and 

some which he could more effectively exercise with the 

aid of society. When forming a social contract, men ex

change for more security those rights which they cannot 

effectively exercise themselves. Such rights would be 

those of personal protection and of acquiring and pos

sessing property. But there is a certain class of 

rights, those primary rights previously mentioned, rights 

which pertain to personal competency, which are kept in

tact by the individual. No portion of these rights is 

surrendered. Both the individual and the society remain 

supreme within their own domain, for the individual gives 

the society the right to assume authority over the second 

type of rights; but the individual himself retains com

plete jurisdiction over the first class of rights.^

Perhaps the foremost of the first class of rights, 

the inalienable rights, would be the right of the indi

vidual to think as he would. As Jefferson stated, in 42

42Chinard, pp. 81-82.
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his A£t Fgr E§.t»Mi.sAto feUgifflft Freedom, men may have 
conceded certain civil liberties to the government, but 
they retained the right to form their own opinions.^

It was the attempt to take away the right of free thought 
which was the prime sin of the British Government and 
which is the prime sin of any government. Jefferson be
lieved that the right to take any side in a civil contest 
was "too precious a right and too favorable to the pre
servation of liberty not to be protected by all its well- 
informed friends.^

Almighty God has created the mind free. The 
opinions of men are not the objects of civil 
government nor (are they) under its jurisdiction. 5

The Declaration of Independence thus can be re
garded not merely as a document announcing the separa
tion of one country from another. It also serves the 43 44 45

43
Jefferson, "An Act For Establishing Religious 

Freedom," The Life and Selected Writings of Thomas Jef
ferson. p. 312.

44
Jefferson, "Letter to Katherine Sprowle Doug

las, July 5, 1785," The Public Papers of Thomas Jeffer
son. FUI, 260.

45
Jefferson, "An act For Establishing Religious 

Freedom." ibid.. 545-46.
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purpose of being one of the first great American de

fenses of intellectual freedom, for it was the attack on 

the individual*s right to think which was the basic in

alienable right usurped by the English Government. As 

Jefferson said of The Declaration.

May it be to the world, what I believe it will 
be (to some parts sooner, to others later, but 
finally to all), the signal of arousing men to 
burst the chains under which monkish ignorance 
has persuaded them to bind themselves, and to 
secure the blessings and security of self- 
government. That form which we have substi
tuted, restores the free right of the unbounded 
exercise of reason and freedom of opinion. All

Koch and Peden, "Introduction,’* The Life and 
Selected Writings of Thomas Jefferson, p. xliv.
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CHAPTER XXX

THE AMERICAN SCHOLAR

Xn 1837, sixtyone years after the writing of 
The Declaration of Independence, an alumnus of the 
class of 1821 spoke to the Harvard Phi Beta Kappa So* 
clety. The subject of the man's talk was the American 
scholar. He spoke of the education of the scholar, an 
education which was derived from the influences of 
nature, the past, and the actions of the scholar. He 
spoke of the prime duties of the scholar. And from his 
speech, it could be ascertained that the speaker's 
basic reason for exalting the scholar was that the 
scholar would be one who should recognise his own basic 
rights, and tfto should allow his actions to stem from 
his own intrinsic prlnciples**not from the demands of 
those who lived about him. As Jefferson had emphasised 
the primacy of the individual in 1776, so «Is© the 
Phi Beta Kappa speaker was now emphasizing the primacy 
of the individual.
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The speaker, of course, was Ralph Waldo Emerson, 

the man acclaimed by John Dewey as 5'the philosopher of 

democracy.*’ If one considers The Declaration of In

dependence to be the cornerstone of democratic faith, 

then one should be able easily to see that The American 

Scholar of Emerson points up the characteristics of 

democracy. But before delving into this famous lecture, 

it might be well to look at some of the forces which 

influenced Emerson.

James Truslow Adams has indicated that Emerson 

was born into a century of optimism.^ The country, 

indeed even the world, was beginning to move forward.

The revolt of the rationalistic enlightenment of the 

eighteenth century had released man from the chains of 

the dogmatism formerly exercised in religion and in 

politics; Emerson was in complete sympathy with this

1
F, 0. Matthiessen, American Renaissance (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 1941), p. 4.

2
James Truslow Adams, The Epic of America 

(Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1931), p. 198.
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revolt from authoritarinism. He wanted man to think 

for himself, but this could not be accomplished so long 

as men blindly accepted the dictates of other men. The 

infinite possibilities of the ordinary man, according 

to Emerson, demanded that he exercise the powers which 

God had granted him at birth.

Although the general tendencies of the age may 

have influenced Emerson in that they stressed the fact 

that a man should not be arbitrarily controlled by 

another man, it is to other, more specific influences 

that one must turn to obtain a more complete picture of 

Emerson. For these general tendencies stressed man’s 

breaking away from authority. They stressed a negative 

act. But Emerson was basically a philosopher of affirm

ation. He would and could break from the past, but he 

would not do so unless he had a new and better dream 

toward which he could strive.

One of the more specific influences which had 

a positive effect on Emerson's thought was his Puritan

3
Ernest E. Sandeen, "Emerson's Americanism," 

Critical Studies in Arnold. Emerson, and Newman. ed. 
Joseph E. Baker (Iowa City: University of Iowa,
1942), p. 71.
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heritage. Puritanism held that a man should stand by 

whatever truth he saw, no matter who else shared that 

truth.^ And in following this belief, Emerson was to 

say of the scholar, “Let him not quit his belief that

a popgun is a popgun, though the ancient and honorable
5of the earth affirm it to be the crack of doom.’

Another of the influences upon Emerson’s mind were the

writings of the French essayist Montaigne. Frederick

Carpenter wrote that it was Montaigne who furnished in

literary form for Emerson a love of the earth and the
6raciness of the common man. This desire to elevate 

the common man, a thought which permeates the whole of 

The American Scholar, was also held by a friend of Em

erson, Bronson Alcott. Alcott believed that American 

literature was shallow and indelicate because the rhe

toric was seldom drawn from the language of the every- 4 5 6

4
Jerome Nathanson, Forerunners of Freedom 

(Washington: Council on Public Affairs, 1941), p. 16.

5
Emerson, "The American Scholar," p. 56.

6
Carpenter, Frederick J, (ed.), Emerson 

(Chicago: American Book Company, 1934), p. xx.
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day man.

All of these Influences had some effect upon 

Emerson's belief in the significance of the common man 

and of the primacy of the individual. They, no doubt, 

all helped to stimulate Emerson's mind to the conclusion 

that America should break away from the chains of the 

past and establish a new culture for herself. But these 

ideas should not be supposed to be completely Emerson's. 

America had been founded by men who wished to break from 

the past. The American pioneer had always been willing 

to push forward to a new frontier. And in regard to 

America breaking her intellectual chains to the past, it 

can be pointed out that Robert Brownell, the top scholar 

in the Harvard class of 1821, had announced in his vale

dictory address, America's freedom from the claims of

Europe, He stated that America was an adult nation and
8would establish her own culture.

But Brownell had merely spoken these thoughts. 7 8

7
Matthiessen, p. 37.

8
Ralph L. Rusk, The Life of Ralph Waldo Emer

son (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,1949), p. 84.

7
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He had not been able, as would Emerson, to describe

them as they appeared in the American life about him,

and to make these thoughts appropriate to the new life 
9in America. Emerson s idea of the American scholar 

was one that could be applied to all scholars in every 

part of the world, in fact, to all men in all parts of 

the world. But he had also been able to capture the 

spirit of America in his address because he saw in the 

frontier a glimmer of the new America, a frontier of 

the mind, a mind which might be able to accomplish 

something great in the realm of the spirit, just as the 

physical America was accomplishing something great in 

the realm of materialism. It might then be stated that 

the twofold fact which has made Emerson's lecture-essay 

great consists of his ability to adapt the idea of the 

value of the individual man to his times, and his in

sight into the great opportunities which lay open for 

Americans.

9
Carpenter, p. xxxix.

10
BlancheH. Dow, "A New Emphasis in American 

Thought,” The Catholic World, CXLVI (October, 1937),
67.
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In The American Scholar. Emerson demonstrated 

that if Americans really desired to obtain the great

ness of which their nation was capable» they should not 

blindly follow the rules of the past.

Our day of dependence, our long apprenticeship 
to the learning of other lands, draws to a close.
The millions that around us are rushing into 
life, cannot always be fed on the sore remains 
of foreign harvests. 1

For Emerson exerted a need of a moral interpretation of 

the doctrine of natural rights. Just as a man should 

not be bound to laws of the past, so also, thought 

Emerson, a man should not be bound to thoughts of the 

past. Thought was s cane thing which was alive and cre

ative. And as John Dewey has observed, Emerson’s en

tire work seems to be a hymn to intelligence, to the
12creating and disturbing power of thought. It follows, 

for people like Emerson and Dewey, that a thinking man 

will not allow himself to be dominated by attitudes of 

the past. 11

11
Emerson, !,The American Scholar,"1 p. 45.

12
John Dewey, Characters and Events (New York: 

Henry Holt and Company, 1929), pp. 72-73.
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Emerson pointed out that the scholar should not

be disconcerted by the claims of society. The scholar

w>uld be the one who would walk with his own feet; work
13with his own hands; think his own thoughts. He should 

be aware of the fact that, according to the trans

cendental doctrine of the Over-Soul, man has an infinite

soul, "that the earth and heavens are passing into his
.t14mind; that he is drinking forever the soul of God."

The scholar can thus be regarded as one who recognizes 

his own significance, and who also realizes that all men 

are potentially able to rise above the mere commonplace 

level of existence and assert their own independence.

The question now arises as to the duties of the 

scholar. The fact that Emerson supposes the scholar to 

be superior necessitates the belief that the scholar 

does have certain duties to mankind, for authority in

variably has a counterpart, namely responsibility. The 

question thus becomes, "What responsibility does the

13
Emerson, "The American Scholar,” p. 63.

14
Emerson, "An Address,M p. 76.
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scholar have to mankind?” Emerson answers this query 

by stating that the scholar, and only the scholar, 

really knows the world. His duty to man is therefore 

!’to cheer, to raise, and to guide men by showing them 

facts amidst appearances.” He will act as an inter

preter of reality for mankind. Hie foolish, Emerson 

states, have no range in their scale of judgment. They 

suppose every man is as every other man. "What is not

good they call the worst, and what is not bad they call 
„16the best. But the scholar will differentiate be

tween creatures of reality, and will point out their 

good and bad points. He will show his wisdom "in separ

ation, in gradation, and his scale of creatures (will
17be) as wide as nature."

It might be well, at this point, to discuss the 

nature of the role of the scholar in society. For just 

as there seemed to be a contradiction between Jefferson's

15
Emerson, "The American Scholar,* p. 55.

16

Ibid.

Emerson, "Nature,” p. 21.

17
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holding both the "natural rights" and the "majority 

rights” doctrines, so also there seems to be a contra

diction between Emerson's belief that the scholar 

should not pay heed to the rest of humanity and the 

fact that the welfare of many is only logically to be 

preferred to the welfare of one. This apparently undue 

stress on the role of the individual in Emerson's writ

ings has led a critic like Max Lerner to state that Em

erson's chief weakness as a social critic lay in his
1 8overestimate of the individual in the social process.

It should be pointed out, however, that Emerson was not

so unaware of society as one might believe. Jerome

Nathanson has stated that Emerson was primarily inter-
19ested in the role of the individual in society. In 

The American Scholar Emerson proclaimed that the scholar 

was "one who raises himself from private considerations 

and breathes and lives on public and illustrious 

thoughts."^®

18MaX Lerner, Ideas Are Weapons (New York: 
The Viking Press, 1939), p. 44.

19Nathanson, p. 25.

20Emerson, "The American Scholar," p. 56.
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The reason why Emerson declared the scholar 

should be interested in society was simply that he be

lieved the scholar should be one who would correct 

wrongs; and Emerson believed that there was much wrong 

with the nature of society. He once wrote,

"Society," like wealth, is good for those who 
understand it. It is a foolish waste of time 
for those who do not. It seems impossible for 
anyone to expand in the crowd to his natural 
dimensions. It seems vain to expect any senti
ment , any truth and human encouragement.

Such an attitude illustrates that Emerson's basic feel

ing toward society was one of mistrust; one of the 

reasons for this feeling of mistrust was that society 

tended to breed conformists, men who would not think 

for themselves. Emerson wrote, "If I know your sect I 

can anticipate your argument." Another of the at

tributes of society that Emerson did not like was the 

fact that society demanded certain obligations of the 

individual, which the individual had to pay, often at a

21
Robert N. Linscott (ed.), The Journals of 

Ralph Waldo Emerson (New York: The Modern Library, 
1960), pp. 170-71.

22
Emerson, "Self-Reliance," p. 150.
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great expense of time, duty, and inclination.

Emerson further believed, as did Jefferson,

that the institutions of the state were not superior to

the individual citizen. Every institution was once the
24act of a single man, and no man had the right to force 

his will upon the will of another man. The state should 

not lead, but should rather follow the will of the cit

izens within the state. Emerson recognized, however, 

that this could not come about until the individuals 

within a state were capable of governing themselves.

Emerson thus proposed that the scholar should 

be active and should attempt to rectify the abuses of
25the state. "Pretension may sit still, but cannot act, 

he once wrote. But the individual scholar, according 

to Emerson, would grasp the real nature of society, and 

by aiding in the growth of the private character of the 

individuals within the society, would prove himself to

23
Linscott, p. 34.

24
Emerson, "Politics," p. 422.

25

23

Emerson, "Spiritual Laws," p. 205.
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be an antidote to the abuses of formal government.^

This role the scholar had to play in society, further

more, was not one he could arbitrarily assume at will, 

for die individual scholar had not only rights but also

duties. He had the duty to obey the noblest promptings 
27of his soul, and these promptings would invariably 

lead him to attempt to help his fellow man. Since so

ciety had given the scholar certain aids, such as pro

tection for his physical possessions and the opportunity 

to communicate with other men of similar interests, the 

scholar must repay his debt to society by doing all he 

could to improve the society.

A wise man will know that it is the part of 
prudence to face every claimant and pay every 
just demand on your time, your talents, or your 
heart. Always pay, for first and last you must 
pay your entire debt. 8

By paying his debts, that is, by helping to make a 

better society, the scholar would be able to contribute

26
Emerson, "Politics," p. 431.

27
Sandeen, p. 79.

28
Emerson, "Compensation," p. 181.
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to the establishment of a democratic state, a state 

with ideals the same as those set up by Jefferson.

Such a state would guarantee the equality of all its 

citizens.

Even though his American Scholar will not heed 

the advice of the crowd, it should not be supposed that 

Emerson is setting his Scholar above any other individ

ual citizen. He is rather setting the American Scholar 

above the mob, not above the individual, for it is the 

mob which lacks reason and carries the weak individual 

along with it. The private citizen of Emerson is a 

supreme individual, for he has united himself with God 

(the Over-Soul) and he realizes he has done so. But he 

is only master of himself; he is not master of any 

other citizen. For all men are capable of uniting 

themselves with God, of realizing the greatness that 

lies within them; and thus Emerson believes that all 

men are equal, for all men are potentially supreme. ^

It is this emphasis on the potential greatness

29
Henry Alonzo Myers, Are Men Equal? (New York: 

G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1945), p. 40.
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of the individual man that lies at the basis of Emer

son's f̂oole thought. ‘"The most insistent note of af

firmation that he sounded was an intellectual and eth

ical individualism."^ The prime duty, he believed,

of the scholar or of any man who would become a true
31man, was self-trust. Emerson thought that it is 

sound philosophy that wherever we go, whatever we do, 

self is the sole object we study and learn." The in

dividual man, for Emerson, is the only really important 

thing of value in the world. The physical world was

considered by Emerson to exist solely for the education
33of each and every man within the world.

The lack of unity which Emerson perceived in 

the world was due to the fact that individual men were 

disunited with themselves.^ Men had forgotten the

30
Lerner, p . 43.

31
Emerson, "American Scholar," p. 55.

32
Linscott, p. 27.

33
Emerson, "History," p. 126.

34
Emerson, Nature," p. 41.
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important fact that the physical world was only im

portant in that it could aid in the spiritual develop

ment of man. They had tended to place a completely 

undue stress on the material aspects of the world, and 

in doing so men had lost sight of their own intrinsic 

greatness. The progress of the individual toward ful

filling himself would always be a difficult one, but by 

emphasizing the wrong elements in life he was making

his progress even more difficult.

How wild and mysterious our positions as indi
viduals to the universe. We understand nothing; 
our ignorance is abysmal; the overhanging im
mensity staggers us, whither we go, what we do,
who we are. we cannot even guess, 
and grope. ^

We stagger

The world would not become united; the relation

ship of man to the universe would not become clarified, 

until the individual man realized the fact that nothing
4 sswas sacred but the integrity of the human mind. By

abdicating their own beliefs and thoughts, many indi

viduals had given up their claim to their own intrinsic

35
Linscott, p. 83.

36
Emerson, ’'Self-Reliance,” p. 148.
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strength. It was not, however, the toils of the phy

sical world which would cause them their great sorrows 

in life. It was rather the fear, the storm, that 

existed in their own hearts. ^  As Emerson declared in 

The American Scholar.

Meek young men grow up in colleges and believe 
it is their duty to accept the views which books 
have given, and grow up like slaves.^

And to whom, one may ask, are the minds of these "meek

young men*' surrendered? The answer is, of course, to

inen, mere men, who once were young men themselves, but

who were not meek or hesitant about expressing their

views.

Teachers who are read and admired throughout 

the ages, Emerson tells us, are invariably those who 

speak from their own experience and their own wisdom. 

They are the sacred teachers who speak from within, as 

parties and possessors of the facts about which they

37
Linscott, p. 43.

38
Ibid.. p. 88.
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speak. The rest of the world is willing to follow

them because they speak with sincerity and conviction.

And their actions are always as confident as their

words, They are men because they carry themselves in

the presence of all opposition as if all things were
40ephemeral but themselves. They make their circum

stances indifferent. For, as true men, they are capable 

of, and in actuality do, cause a revolution in thought

and customs wherever they go. "Every true man is a
,41cause, a country, and an age. And the reason for 

their success goes directly back to the simple fact 

that they have supreme confidence in themselves, in 

their own abilities. They recognize the primacy of the 

individual against all things. They speak from the 

heart, and they refuse to allow themselves to be led 

by the times or customs in which they live. "They 

speak the truth and all nature and all spirits help them

39
Emerson, "The Over-Soul," p. 272.

40
Emerson, "Self-Reliance," p. 148.

41

39

Ibid., p. 154.
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with unexpected furtherance.”

Throughout this essay there have been repeated 

references to Emerson's belief in the infinitude of the 

common man. The question now arises as to just what 

philosophic basis Emerson had for maintaining this be

lief. What made Emerson so certain that man was able 

to reach truth and to achieve great heights?

In order to find the answer to this question, 

one must analyze Emerson's account of the relationship 

of man to nature. For it was in this relationship that 

Emerson justified his belief in the primacy of the in

dividual man. Nature, for Emerson, was a symbol of the 

spiritual truths that can be found in man. He declared 

in The American Scholar.

Nature is the opposite of the soul, answering 
to it part for part. One is seal and one is 
print. Its beauty is the beauty of his (the 
scholar) own mind. Its laws are the laws of 
his own mind. Nature then becomes to him the 
measure of his attainments. So much of nature 
as he is ignorant of, so much of his own mind - 
does he not yet possess.  ̂42 43

42

42
Emerson, "An Address,’ p. 69.

43
Emerson, ’’American Scholar,” p. 48.
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The scholar could thus be said to learn from nature. 

’The moral influence of nature upon every individual 

is that amount of truth which it illustrates to him.

And the individual could very definitely obtain this 

truth from nature if only he would open his eyes and 

judge reality as it really existed.

A life in harmony with nature, Emerson felt, 
would aid the scholar to obtain truth and virtue, for 

the eyes of the scholar would be purged of the arti

ficialities with vfoich the world hides truth. Nature

would serve as a discipline of the understanding in

gaining intellectual truth.

Our dealing with sensible objects is a constant 
exercise in the necessary lessons of difference, 
of likeness, of order, of being and seeming, or 
progressive arrangement, of ascent from particu
lar to general, of combination to one end of mani
fold forces.^

By thus improving his judgment, man would be able to 

differentiate appearances from reality, vdhich ability 

is one of the prime trademarks of the scholar. 44 45

44
Emerson, "Nature," p. 24.

45
Ibid., pp. 20-21.
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In addition to serving as a means of attaining 

intellectual truth, nature could also serve as a rest

ing place for the scholar. Emerson believed that man 

spent too much time in noxious work or coup any. By go

ing to nature occasionally, man, or the scholar, would 

be able to refresh himself and carry on his chosen 

work.̂  Emerson regarded man as a broken giant who 

could have the weaknesses of both his body and his mind 

,!invigorated by habits of conversation with nature.”^  

It is by going to nature, and becoming aware of 

the similarities of the objects in nature, that man 

finally realizes the basic fact which establishes, for 

Emerson, the primacy of the individual. Emerson be

lieves that,

We live in succession, in division, in parts, in 
particles. Meantime within man is the soul of 
the whole; the wise silence; the universal beauty, 
to which every part and particle is equally re
lated; the eternal One. And this deep power in 
which we exist and whose beautitude is all access
ible to us, is not only self-sufficing and perfect 46 47

46
Ibid., p. 9.

47
Emerson, "History,” p. 138.
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in every hour, but the act of seeing and the thing 
seen, the seer and the spectacle, the subject and 
the object, are one.^°

It is this theory, a theory which unites man with all 

the powers of the universe, that Emerson terms the doc

trine of the Over-Soul. This doctrine lies at the very 

base of Emerson's philosophy of self-reliance.

Nature illustrates this belief by showing that 

everything in the universe is contained in any one of 

its particles. ?'Everything in nature contains all of 

the powers of nature. ^  And nothing in nature is 

really beautiful alone. "A single object is only so far 

beautiful as it suggests universal grace.” 48 49 50 51 The life 

that each man lives should suggest to him the fact that 

there is really no end in nature, for every end is in 

actuality a beginning. "There is always another dawn 

risen on midnoon, and under every deep a lower deep

48
Emerson, "The Over-Soul," p. 262.

49
Emerson, 'Compensation," p. 174.

50
Emerson, "Nature," p. 14.

51
Emerson, "Circles," p. 279.
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But the universal Oneness, the Over-Soul, is

not contained merely in nature. For just as all things

are related in nature, so also all men are related by

the Over-Soul, for it is within the Over-Soul that

every man's particular being is contained and made one
, 50with every other m a n s . All men have a basic simi

larity in that they are capable of uniting their soul 

with the universal Oneness. Emerson wrote: "All that 

Shakespeare says of the king, yonder slip of a boy that 

reads in a corner feels to be true of himself.

It was this doctrine of man's universal Oneness 

’which accounts for the ultimate reason why Emerson de

clared that men should have self-trust.

For this self-trust, the reason is deeper than 
can be fathomed--darker than can be enlightened.
I might not carry with me the feeling of my audi
ence in stating my own belief. But I have al
ready shown the ground of my hope, in adverting 
to the doctrine that man is one. ̂

Emerson, The Over-Soul," p. 262.

^Emerson, "History," p. 125.

Emerson, 'The American Scholar,'' p. 58.54
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For, if it is true, and Emerson believed it was true, 

that all men are related to each other and to nature, 

then it follows logically that each man is ultimately 

related to the source of power in the universe, a source 

which many call God, and which he called the Over-Soul. 

Therefore, by relying upon himself, by relying upon his 

own genius, man was in actuality relying upon all the 

powers in the universe. Hence Emerson in his character

istic manner wrote:

Ineffable is the union of man and God in every act 
of the soul. The simplest person who in his in
tegrity worships God, becomes God. 5

Since man has within himself all the powers of
56the universe, since the Highest dwells with him, 

it naturally follows in the Emersonian doctrine, that 

each and every man is to be reckoned as a supreme in

dividual, with intrinsic rights stemming from the very 

nature of his being.

55
Emerson, "The Over-Soul," p. 275.

56
Ibid.. p. 276.



CHAPTER IV

JEFFERSON AND EMERSON COMPARED

Now that the basic philosophies of The Declar

ation of Independence and The American Scholar have 

been set forth, it is time to make a comparison between 

the writers of these two works, Jefferson and Emerson. 

They shall be compared with regard to the basic influ

ences on their thought, the methods of thought which 

they used, their respective positions on the role of 

the individual within the state, and the connection be

tween The Declaration and The Scholar in regard to 

American life.

Perhaps the most obvious similarity between 

Jefferson and Emerson is their common attitude toward 

the past. Neither man believed that people should be 

chained to the past.1 They both contended that the

1
It should be pointed out that although Jeffer

son did not want to follow blindly the past, as a 
lawyer, he was accustomed to going to the precedents 
of the past to bolster his arguments.
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past could very possibly bind the mind and body of man, 

and thus hinder him from achieving his proper object

ives. Emerson was to say of the past,

Whence then this worship of the past? The 
centuries are conspirators^against the sanity 
and authority of the soul.

The past hindered man from making a world of his own.

It made man fall into institutions already established. 

The past took no account of the fact that these insti

tutions were not often in tune with modern times. They 

often failed, as did the government of George III, to 

realize that they were dealing with new, vibrant people. 

It was, for instance, by trying to force the authority 

of England upon the American Colonists, who had not 

been used to much unjust authority, that the English 

Government finally forced the Colonists to declare in

dependence. If the Colonists had submitted to England,

they would have undoubtedly lost much of their integ-
3rity, and thus, much of their power.

2
Ralph Waldo Emerson, "Self-Reliance,” p. 157.

3
The ideas expressed in the last seven sentences 

stem basically from a thought taken from Emerson’s
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But now the problem arises as to how man can 

break the authority of the past. How can man sever his 

binding chains? Jefferson and Emerson both faced this 

problem. Their solutions were similar in one respect, 

and completely different in another respect.

Jefferson and Emerson found freedom from tra

dition by appealing to nature. The nature that Emerson 

appealed to was the physical nature of the world about 

him. He believed that, "In nature every moment is new; 

the past is always swallowed and forgotten; the coming 

only is sacred.” The nature of the physical world 

convinced Emerson that man had great powers within him. 

The order which existed in the physical world had a 

slightly different influence on Jefferson. It con

vinced him that man's very essence could be found by 

an observant and rational thinker. Jefferson therefore

Journal for 1832. "The difficulty is that we do not 
make a world of our own, but fall into institutions al
ready made, and have to accommodate ourselves to them 
to be useful at all, and this accommodation is, I say, 
a loss of so much integrity, and of course, of so much 
power." Robert Linscott (ed.), The Journals of Ralph 
Waldo Emerson (New York: The Modern Library, 1960),
p. 16.

4
Emerson, "Circles,” p. 289.
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came to the conclusion that, by their very nature, all
men were inherently free, and so were not obligated to 

obey the dictates of other men.

The one other means by which Jefferson claimed 

freedom from the past was by an appeal to the past. As 

a lawyer he was interested in past precedents. When 

he found the precedent of the Anglo-Saxons going to a 

new country and creating for themselves a new nation, 

he felt perfectly justified in applying that tradition 

to his task of trying to break the hold of the past on 

America.

Perhaps the most powerful common influence on

Jefferson and Emerson was the country in which they

lived. In Jefferson's time, for instance, the arduous

conditions of the nation made the frontiersman aware of

individual self-reliance. But these very conditions

brought an opportunity for advancement, an opportunity

which was one of the most powerful forces shaping a
5feeling of democracy in the early settlers. The lack 

of restriction on the early settlers also played a role 

in fostering their regard for democracy.

5
James Truslow Adams, The Epic of America 

(Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1931), p. 38.
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In regard to the influence of frontier condi

tions on the minds of early Americans, it might be 

pointed out that Ernest Marchand has said of Emerson,

Emerson's doctrine of self-reliance is the natural 
complement of the individualism bred by the fron
tier. The frontier stood for ruggedness and 
battle. Each man stood for himself.

This doctrine of self-reliance no doubt stimulated Em

erson's belief in the powers of the individual man. It 

made him aware of the great accomplishments of which 

his nation was capable. The growth of his country thus 

became the greatest practical influence on his life; 

and it was against the background of enthusiasm for his 

new land, a land of strength and self-confidence, that

Emerson was to project his theory of The American 
7Scholar.

The various influences on Jefferson and Emerson 

thus shaped their minds to the point where they placed 

unalterable belief in the intrinsic dignity of man.

6
Ernest Marchand, "Emerson and the Frontier," 

American Literature III (May, 1931), 160.

7
Frederick Ives Carpenter (ed.), Emerson 

(Chicago; American Book Company, 1934), p. xiv.
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These influences» furthermore, helped them to realize 

the essential grandeur that exists in the living per

sonality. Jefferson's and Emerson's recognition of the 

primacy of the individual established them as leaders 

in their time, in a new nation which was looking for 

new modes of living.

It might be well here to briefly stray from the 

subject at hand, and speak of the manner of thought 

which Jefferson and Emerson followed. For it will be 

interesting to note how two men, who were so similar in 

regard to the doctrine of the rights of the individual, 

could nevertheless use quite dissimilar methods of 

thought to arrive at their conclusions. The fact that 

both were able to arrive at the same conclusion by 

using different methods is one convincing proof of the 

validity of their closely related theories.

Jefferson, as previously noted, received 

thorough training in the subject of logic from Dr. 

William Small. His teacher of law was George Wythe. 

Both of these men were excellent logicians; and so 

their combined instruction of a pupil with great 

natural ability made Jefferson into a supreme master
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of logic* It was this ability to be perfectly logical 

that was Jefferson's most prized trait as a lawyer. He 

realized that he could never be a spell-binding orator, 

like Patrick Henry; but when the occasion arose for ap

pealing to a listener's mind, Jefferson was superb.

Carl Becker said, "Jefferson felt with the mind as some
8people feel with the heart."

Now, since logic is concerned with the proper 

relationship of facts, or aspects of reality, Jeffer

son, in order properly to use logic, was compelled to 

ascertain what were the facts in regard to the rights 

of the individual. In his reading he came across the 

example of the Anglo-Saxons who had gone to England and 

established a new nation. When he compared their mi

gration with that of the English to America, he found
qno difference whatsoever.

Logic also demands an ability to differentiate 8 9

8
Carl Becker, The Declaration of Independence 

(New York: Peter Smith, 1940), p. 217.

9
Thomas Jefferson, "A Summary View of the Rights 

of British America," The Life and Selected Writings of 
Thomas Jefferson, ed. Adrienne Koch, and William Peden 
(New York: The Modern Library, 1944), p. 294.
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between aspects of reality. It was his ability to make 

distinctions which enabled Jefferson to see the subtle 

margin of difference between the primary natural rights 

of an individual and the secondary natural rights of an 

individual. This distinction, of course, lies at the 

basis of Jefferson's whole thought in regard to the 

rights of the individual within a just state.

The thought pattern of Ralph Waldo Emerson is 

widely different from that of Jefferson. As previously 

pointed out, Emerson was a very poor student of math

ematics, and mathematics not only requires a formally 

logical mind but tends to develop such a mind. Although 

it is not true that Emerson is as illogical as many 

critics believe, it is very definitely true that he did 

not believe strongly in the value of a formal logic. 

Emerson's "logic" was a "natural logic" a logic which 

existed in the purest minds; but this notion was en

tirely confusing to those who had not the necessary de

sire, or ability, to comprehend transcendental reality. 

Emerson's logic, if one may use the term in his case, 

was a logic which centered about the value of spontan

eity. It was a logic which preferred the intuitive,
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rather than the thought-out conclusion, Ha would be 

aghast at the thought of going back, glancing through 

the records of bygone days, shifting facts back and 

forth in his mind, and then--only then--finally coming 

to a conclusion, as was the practice, with Jefferson.10 *

Emerson deemed that truth could be known by 

means of a simple, intuitive grasp of reality. The 

intuition of the soul was always the safest guide to 

truth. "What your heart thinks great is great. The 

soul's emphasis is always right."11 He pointed out 

that man is ultimately united with God, the soul of 

the universe. By being perfectly pure, that is, by 

not allowing any foreign elements to interfere with 

the decisions of his soul, man would gain a new 

strength. And this new strength would bring with it 

a more accurate judgment of reality.

How that this brief digression has summed up 

the two modes of thinking as employed by Jefferson and

10
Adams, p. 198.

Emerson, "Spiritual Laws," p. 197.
11



Emerson, the next step is to see just where their 

manner of thought led them in relationship to a basic 

problem of life, the role of the individual within the 

state. Although their method of thought differed, it 

will be shown that their conclusions were basically 

similar in this matter.

Of the various problems created by the nature 

of a society, that of educating the citizens so that 

they will be able to carry on the business of society 

is certainly one of the most pressing. Both Jefferson 

and Emerson recognized this paramount truth. Jeffer

son, for instance, believed that the ills of society 

could best be cured by the action of the intellectual 

elite within the society. It was for this reason that 

he fervently advocated education for the public. For 

a democratic nation, a nation which is ruled by the 

people, will certainly topple if the people do not pos

sess the information necessary for self-government. 

Jefferson strongly believed that the intellectual aris

tocracy should be carefully trained to serve the best 

interests of those within the democratic state. Quite 

appropriately, therefore, in his educational bill of

86
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1779 he wrote:
Zt becomes expedient for promoting the public 
happiness that those persons, whom nature hath 
endowed with genius and virtue, should be ren
dered by liberal education worthy to receive 
and able to guard the sacred deposits of their 
fellow cltisens, and that they should be called 
to that charge without regard to wealth, birth., 
or other accidental condition or circumstance. 2

Following Jefferson's lead, Emerson also was of the 
opinion that the exceptional individual within the 
state, the individual idto truly followed his soul's 
urgings, should help to alleviate the ills of the 
state. He believed that the masses were not free be
cause they leaned on one another, and thus lacked 
self-confidence. These individuals, Emerson thought, 
should be lifted from their fallen spiritual state. 
They should be made to see with their own eyes, walk * 13

Samuel Eliot Morrison, and Henry Steele 
Comraager, The Growth of the American Republic. I 
(Hew York:Oxford University Press, 1954), 516.

13
Ernest Sandeen, "Emerson's Americanism," 

Critical Studies In Arnold. Emerson, and Newman, ed. 
Joseph E. Baker (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 
1942), p. 81.
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with their own feet, and think with their own minds.

By educating them to their utmost potentialities, they 

would be able to emerge from indistinguishable human
•a t

masses and become living individuals.

It would be the superior— intuitive persons—  

who will bring about these reforms. The mass of so

ciety simply was incapable of making progress. On 

this point Emerson once exclaimed,

What age was not dull? When were not the 
majority wicked? Society is always fat and 
foolish. The only progress ever known was 
that of the individual.

In Emerson's mind, true social improvement would not 

come about until there was a widespread individual re

generation. * The individual must be awakened to the 

power within him, since then, and only then, would he 

begin to exercise the duties to which his power bound 

him.

The individual has the obligation to help those 14 15 16

14
Ibid., p. 48.

15
Linscott, p. 76.

16
Sandeen, p. 102.
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who are not wise, for although the many lack wisdom, 

"thereby is given no sanction to exploit t h e m . I n  

other words, the nobility of mankind— whom Jefferson 

termed natural aristocracy— must remember that they 

have an obligation to the rest of mankind. It was in 

this central thought that Emerson foreshadowed the most 

liberal of American thinkers. Self-reliance, he be

lieved, was the best philosophy for those who understood 

the purpose of the Over-Soul. But it should not be for

gotten that Emerson also emphasized the gradual improve

ment of society, by the evolution of a better form of
18government, for the greatest number.

The true scholar, in Emerson's concept, would 

be one whose goal is to arrive at the truth that sets 

man free. He would be constantly striving after real

ity, leaving behind the false appearances that occupy
. 19most men's time. The true scholar in society would 17 18 19

17Marchand, p. 165.

18Carpenter, xlviii.

19Bliss Perry, The Praise of Folly. (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1923), p. 109.
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strive to make men move constantly forward* Emerson 

was to say of man's tendency to be cowardly and sus

picious ,

How despicable are the starts, sidelong glances,
and lookings back of suspicious men. Go
and look straight ahead, though you die for ix.

By going forward man would learn to rely on his own

powers, which in the long view are spiritual powers,

transcending from the Over-Soul.

revolution would ensue in the offices and relations 

of men. A revolution would be worked in man's re

ligion, education, pursuits, modes of life, and in his

that man must conquer, that man must fight the land and 

gain victory over it himself before he can claim the 

land, so also did Emerson believe that man must carve 

a new world for himself. In speaking of the pos

sessions of man, Emerson proclaimed:

Especially he hates what he has if he sees that 
it is accidental--came to him by inheritance,

In the greater self-reliance thus gained a

21speculative views. For just as Jefferson believed

20,Linscott, p. 58.

21E!Imerson, "Self-Reliance,” p. 162.
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or gift, or crime; then he feels that it is not 
having; it does not belong to him, has no root 
in him and merely lies there because no revolu
tion or robber takes it away. ^

If a man did not gain the victory himself, by his own 

talents and his own work, then both Jefferson and Em

erson believed that the victory, be it one over the 

physical world of nature or over the spiritual world 

of the intellect, was not really his. And he could 

not claim the fruits of the victory.

It has now been shown that both Jefferson and 

Emerson believed in the doctrine that the individual 

citizen, the exceptional individual, can remedy the 

ills of society. The type of society in which this in

dividual is most likely to develop will be a democratic 

society, for the very nature of democracy allows every

individual to realize his own potentialities and so
23contribute to the common good. In his doing so, the 

democratic society, ipso facto, recognizes the intrinsic 

rights of the individual, rights which cannot be taken

Ibid., p. 168.

Frederick Ives Carpenter, Emerson Handbook 
(New York: Hendrick House, Inc., 1953), p. 160.

22

23
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by the state. These rights stem from the fact that the

living individual is basically a free and sovereign 
24creature.

It was this belief in the basic primacy of the 

individual that influenced Thomas Jefferson in the 

writing of The Declaration of Independence and led 

Ralph Waldo Emerson to write The American Scholar. For 

Jefferson the individual's primacy lay in the fact that 

by examining nature and by examining the precedents of 

the past, one could see that man did very definitely 

have certain rights which could not be taken by the 

state. A close analysis of the nature of society then 

led Jefferson to the conclusion that there were two 

types of rights: natural primary rights, and natural 

secondary rights. The natural secondary rights, those 

rights to acquire and possess property, could best be 

enforced by the society, for the individual was not 

always strong enough to enforce them himself, but the 

natural primary rights, the rights to speak, form and 

give opinions, "and perhaps all those which can be 24

24
Ralph Henry Gabriel, The Course of American 

Democratic Thought (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 
1940), p. 20.
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fully exercised by the individual without the aid of

exterior assistance,” were such that they could never

be surrendered by the individual to society. It was

thus in the realm of the natural primary rights that

the primacy of the individual was most strongly pro-
25claimed by Jefferson. For Emerson, on the other hand, 

the doctrine of individual primacy lay in the fact that 

by examining nature and seeing the Oneness of things in 

nature, he gradually came to the realization of the 

Oneness in all things of the world. The doctrine of 

the Over-Soul convinced Emerson that all men were po

tentially supreme Creatures and would become in actual

ity supreme Creatures if only they would listen to the 

most noble promptings of their soul. As Ralph Henry 

Gabriel said of Emerson’s philosophy,

It is the individual man in whose heart the Over- 
Soul, the universal mind, finds a dwelling place, 
who is all-important.

With such a belief to bolster him, Emerson naturally 25 26

25
Chinard, pp. 80-82, has Jefferson's own words 

on the theory of natural primary rights and natural 
secondary rights.

26
Gabriel, p. 46.
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felt himself obligated to proclaim the doctrine of 

individual infinitude.

Both of the documents based on this recognition 

of individual primacy, and here under consideration, 

had an important role in the development of American 

tradition. The Declaration of Independence gave the 

United States the political freedom its people needed 

in order to achieve true greatness. Jefferson's be

lief that the United States was a self-made country 

which owned nothing to the civilization of Europe pro

pagated the thought of the self-reliant pioneer. His 

conviction that the basic primary right of the Indi

vidual lay in his right to think his own thoughts, to
27formulate his own philosophy, might very well be 

viewed as an implicit assertion of the intellectual 

Declaration of Independence that Emerson was so strongly 

to urge in 1837.

Jefferson's belief in the intrinsic natural 

rights of man were carried on by Emerson, so to speak, 

and this belief was developed even more fully by Emer

son. Emerson felt that he could best serve his country 27

27Chinard, p. 24.
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by devoting himself to the high and universal ends
28which would benefit all mankind. He knew that demo

cracy rested firmly upon the doctrine of the self- 

reliant individual, who would occasionally take action 

to insure the betterment of society. It was the de

velopment of such an individual that Emerson wished to 

achieve through his writing and lecturing. A nation

of free men unanimously bent on some ideal could easily
29confound the sceptics of the world. The philosophy

of action, the doctrine that man should take aggressive,

positive actions against the wrongs of the world is the

most characteristically American aspect of the work of 
30Emerson.

In The American Scholar Emerson reached the 

peak of his thoughts on the liberation of the American 

mind. To a nation which had just begun really to enjoy 

its independence, his thoughts came as a great revela- 28 29 30

28
Sandeen, p. 57.

29
Emerson, "Politics,*1 p. 426.

30
Jerome Nathanson, Forerunners of Freedom 

(Washington: American Council on Public Affairs, 1941), 
p. 39.
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tion and inspiration. His espousal of the 'jbower of

thought" was a combination challenge and invitation to

the youthful intellectuals of America to break the

chains that bound them to the theories of the past and

to create a new philosophy which would be appropriate

to their own age. In order to rise to these new heights,

the young scholar must realize the might of the human

will. The human will was one which could virtually

achieve miracles, for it knew no boundaries; and it

would achieve these miracles through a constant use of

the virtue of energy, an energy which would make the

American Scholar work to the peak of his potential.

He would not be content with second best. As a scholar

in a free and democratic state, he would use his energy

constantly to produce good for himself and those about

him. The American Scholar would be one who shows how

the nation as a whole can achieve independence from
32European thought and tradition. He would lead America 31 32

31
Atkinson, "Introduction," p. 20.

32
Rod W. Horton, and Herbert W. Edwards (eds.), 

Backgrounds of American Literary Thought (New York:
Appleton-Century Crofts, Inc., 1952), p. 114.

31
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to a new and better brand of thought.

But it should not be supposed that Emerson, in 

The American Scholar, was writing only for Americans.

As has been previously mentioned, Emerson believed he 

could best serve America by promoting the high and uni

versal aims which aid all mankind. Emerson, therefore, 

was in reality speaking to all men everywhere. He 

sought to make the individual soul aware of its true
33proportion in relation to the universe and divinity.

He wished all men to become aware of the power that 

exists in man thinking. The scholar is symbolic of 

every man. The American Scholar is in reality a plea 

for the "fullest realization of the possibilities im

plicit in every human being. As such it constitutes
34the innerness of the democratic faith."

Emerson's American Scholar would be one who 

would devote all he had to the cause he served. 33 34

33
Robert C. Bollock, "The Single Vision," 

American Classics Reconsidered, ed. Harold C. Gardiner 
(New York : Charles Scribner * s Sons, 1958).

34
For the ideas expressed in this paragraph,

I am indebted to Jerome Nathanson, Forerunners of 
Freedom. p. 15.
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He must accept— how often!— poverty and solitude. 
For the ease and pleasure of treading the old 
road, accepting the fashions, the education, the 
religion of society, he takes the cross of making 
his own, and of course, the self-accusation, the 
faint heart, the frequent uncertainty and loss of 
time, which are the nettles and the tangling vines 
in the way of the self-relying and self-directed; 
and the state of virtual hostility in which he 
seems to stand to society, and especially to edu
cated society. For all this, loss and scorn, what 
offset? He is to find consolation in exercising 
the highest functions of human nature. He is one 
who raises himself from private considerations and 
breathes and lives on public and illustrious 
thoughts. He is the world's eye. He is the 
world's heart.33

Such loyalty, of course, is the type of devotion that 

Jefferson and Emerson contributed to the American 

stream. They were both enthusiastic about the cause 

for which they fought. Jefferson, the aristocrat, was 

willing to sacrifice all he had to proclaim the rights 

of man. Emerson sacrificed the Church pulpit he held 

because he no longer believed in the doctrines of the 

Church. He disseminated his views on the lecture cir

cuit, preaching the doctrine of individualism every

where he went. It is through enthusiasm, Emerson be

lieved, that great accomplishments are brought about in

Emerson, "The American Scholar," p* 56.
35
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human society. He once wrote:

My quarrel with the vulgar great men is that they 
do not generously give themselves to the measure 
they meddle with; they do not espouse the things 
they would do, live in the life of the cause they 
would forward and faint in its failure, but are 
casting sheep's eyes upon their own byends; their 
pert individuality is ever and anon peeping out to 
see which way the wind blows, whether it is likely 
they will dine nicely and sleep warm.37

The enthusiasm that had possessed Jefferson and the

American revolutionary leaders was thus paralleled by

Emerson. With him it was to be an enthusiasm which

would possess the intellectual elite of the country and

make them revolt against the intellectual impositions

of the old world. Such an enthusiasm would open wide

the door of American freedom, for it would destroy the

old superstitions, undermine obsolete institutions, and

cause individuals to re-examine the American heritage.^

As The Declaration of Independence had given America

political freedom, so now Emerson aimed to give America

intellectual freedom.

36

36
Emerson, "Circles," p. 290.

37
Linscott, p. 21.

38
Frederick Mayer, A History of American Thought 

(Dubuque, Iowa: W. C. Brown Co., 1951), p. 121.
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The American Scholar came at an important time 

in the world's history, that is, when the economic ad

vancement of the world was beginning to chain man to 

circumstances, and make him a slave to his accidental 

surroundings. But Emerson would not stand by while 

the material forces of the world played havoc with the 

souls of men. As Jefferson had proclaimed before him, 

so now Emerson proclaimed that it was man's duty to 

throw off the chains which bound him. The Declaration 

of Independence had established the fact that by his 

very nature man had a right to be free, and The American 

Scholar made clear that by his very nature man had a 

right to think for himself.

But although the similarities between these two 

works are very great, there is one essential point in 

Emerson's thought that is not sufficiently emphasised 

by Jefferson. That point is simply that free insti

tutions will not liberate men who are themselves not 
39free. Hie Declaration of Independence heralded the 

doctrine of American independence. But in order for

Morrison and Commager, X, 522.
39
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that independence to become a reality, men must by im

plication cleanse their minds of hatred and prejudice. 

They must realize the value of the individual being, 

and they must place proper emphasis on that being. It 

was to such a task, to the task of purifying the soul, 

mind, and heart of man that Emerson dedicated himself. 

There can be no real political freedom, in his belief, 

unless there is also freedom of the soul. The physical 

aspects of the United States would be as nothing unless 

their grandeur was matched by a parallel spiritual 

grandeur in the hearts of Americans. In the words of 

James Truslow Adams:

The American dream would be nothing unless the 
new life for the common man could be made un
common; unless out of the womb of democracy 
could come forth beauty of art and of living 
that should fill the spirit world with gladness 
and make the daily round of living son«thing 
more than a perpetual subduing of the soul's 
wilderness. We should make the spiritual world 
great just as we made the physical continent 
great.2*®

Jefferson had begun to work toward this ideal 

when he proclaimed man's liberty and based his ultimate 

claims of the right of the individual to think his own

40
Adams, p . 326.
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thoughts and mold his own opinions. Emerson was later 

to move closer to the ideal. Emerson rightly placed 

the emphasis of his whole thought on the rejuvenation 

of the individual, a spiritual rejuvenation #xich 

would make the individual aware of the God-like powers 

he possessed. Each man has presented, however, his 

ideas relative to the importance of the individual in 

a literary form of enduring importance.

It has been demonstrated that the chief philos

ophic assumptions in The Declaration of Independence 

and in The American Scholar rest upon the primacy of 

the individual. The method used in arriving at this 

conclusion has been a remarkably simple one.

After careful examination the writer found that 

the basic philosophy in The Declaration of Independence 

stems from Jefferson's distinction between natural pri

mary rights and natural secondary rights. The natural 

secondary rights, according to Jefferson, were those 

rights which a man could not exercise by himself, and 

which thus forced him to seek society. The society 

could expect that the individual would respect its laws
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in return for the protection it offered the individual. 

The natural primary rights, however, were those rights 

which the individual could exercise by himself. They 

were rights concerning personal competency, and as such 

were outside the realm of the jurisdiction of society.

In The American Scholar, it was found, Emerson, 

as a transcendentalist, bases his belief in the primacy 

of the individual on the fact that each individual con

tains within himself all the powers of the universe.

Since the individual is so supreme, reasoned Emerson, it 

naturally follows that each man has the obligation to 

respect the rights of every other man.

In summary, an attempt was made to show how 

these works complement each other. The Declaration of 

Independence proclaimed the political liberation of the 

United States. But political liberation is worthless 

unless a man also has the spiritual liberation proclaimed 

by Emerson in The American Scholar.

These two documents, furthermore, have a great 

importance for the modem world, in that they stress the 

individualism (the respect for the living individual)
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that is so conspicuously lacking in today*s society.

But they also stress the duties and obligations of the 

individual. For Jefferson and Emerson, the man who 

would rebel from authority, loudly proclaiming his in

dividual rights, but who would never undertake any of 

his duties is not an individualist at all. He is merely 

a coward.

The individualism of Thomas Jefferson and Ralph 

Waldo Emerson, an individualism which recognises that 

from the very nature of man come both rights and obli

gations, is the cornerstone of democracy, and in fact, 

also of Christianity.
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